
 

Great-West Investments Capital Markets Perspective 
 
Week in Review: May 16th – 22nd   

 Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. 
 
Attention Wal-Mart shoppers: you’ve been broadsided by the broadlines. 
 
At first, it was shaping up to be kind of a “meh” week for markets. That was true even though Monday’s Empire State 
manufacturing report from the New York Fed was a wide miss1, and Tuesday’s first read on the housing market, 
courtesy of the National Association of Home Builder’s Housing Market Index2, was flatter than a 2-liter bottle of 7-Up 
that’s been hiding in the back of the refrigerator since last July. 
 
More on those reports (and others like them) in a minute. But for now, it’s enough to know that neither a step down in 
the manufacturing economy hinted at by the Empire State report nor the NAHB’s confirmation that yes, Virginia, 
homebuyers do in fact respond to collapsing affordability by buying fewer houses and spending less time walking 
through model homes on the weekend, did much of anything to change the tone in the market. 
 
That job was left to the retailers (specifically, “broadline retailers” who, as the name suggests, carry a broad range of 
product lines that appeal to a very wide swath of the US consuming public.) The first hint of trouble probably should 
have come from Wal-Mart, who reported what was frankly a pretty smelly quarter on Tuesday. Analysts expected 
Wal-Mart to report around $1.47 in earnings per share during the quarter ended April 30, but the company fell well 
short of that by reporting just a buck-thirty. That might not sound like a big deal, but Wal-Mart, like most of Wall Street, 
likes to make a big show of beating analyst estimates – effectively under-promising and over-delivering as a way to 
show investors that management is doing its job.  
 
In fact, Wal-Mart had only under-produced twice during the pandemic era,3 making Tuesday’s report a rare example of 
underperformance by a company that takes quarterly earnings reports pretty seriously. But still, markets didn’t seem 
to notice much – sure, Wal-Mart’s stock took it on the chin after its weaker-than-expected quarter, but nobody outside 
of Bentonville seemed to take much notice, and the damage was mostly limited to holders of the stock (the S&P 500, in 
fact, ended Tuesday with a nice little bounce of 2% on the day of Wal-Mart’s report.) 

 
1 https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/survey/empire/empire2022/esms_2022_05.pdf?la=en 
2 https://www.nahb.org/news-and-economics/housing-economics/indices/housing-market-index 
3 Data for estimates: Bloomberg, company reports, Zacks.com; GWI analysis 
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Then along came Target. If Wal-Mart’s miss mostly escaped notice, Target’s quarterly report on Wednesday was written 
in bold red-and-white typeface across the market’s collective psyche. It wasn’t necessarily that Target missed its, uh, 
target by a much greater margin than Wal-Mart, it was more about the reasons for the miss as well as the idea that 
markets may have simply lost patience. Target’s report contained all the monsters that analysts and economists had 
been so busy looking for underneath their beds since inflation went ballistic: margin pressure from logistics snarls, 
rising costs and an imperfect pass-through to customers, inventory management issues and hints of decelerating 
demand more generally. (For a more complete discussion of Target’s miss and the market’s reaction to it, see our 
special ad-hoc commentary A Little Off, Target, Great-West Investments, May 18, 2022) 
 
To be clear, Wal-Mart’s miss highlighted some of these issues as well. One of my favorites, from the company’s post-
release earnings presentation, was the fact that inventory levels finished the quarter a somewhat-alarming 33.4% 
higher than last year, a result of the impacts of inflation and “aggressive inventory buys over the past few quarters4.” 
While that might have been exactly what the company needed to do to keep Wal-Mart shoppers happy, it also smells a 
little bit like the over-confident build in stockpiles that sometimes precedes a costly correction. And then there was this, 
used to help describe a low-double-digit decline in general merchandise sales: the company suffered “(s)oftness in 
discretionary categories as we lapped strong sales due to stimulus spending.” It would be hard to pen a more succinct   
description that Wal-Mart – and by extension perhaps the entire US economy – is beginning to feel hungover from the 
waning of pandemic-era stimulus. 
 
So here’s what the broadest of broadline retailers both told us last week: some of the chickens let loose by the 
aggressive COVID-era spending are coming home to roost, whether in the form of rising costs, persistent supply chain 
stress, spiking inflation or weaker consumer spending as the stimulus fades. I’d venture a guess that just about everyone 
reading this has spent money at either a Target or a Wal-Mart (or both,) during the week, meaning that you probably 
don’t need to bother looking for a better window into consumers than how these two retail giants are doing. So 
markets reacted the only way they knew how: by putting on their worry-caps and raising the recession chatter to a 
fever pitch. 
 
With all that to think and write about, we can probably forgive the pundits for forgetting that other stuff happened, too. 
Remember that Empire State manufacturing report I mentioned a few pages ago? It was surprisingly bad. 
Manufacturers in the New York area suddenly flipped from growth to contraction as new orders dropped and current 
production fell faster than at any point during the pandemic5. 
 
Things weren’t much better down the road in Philadelphia, either: regional manufacturers covered by the so-called 
Philly Fed are still growing – at least kind of (the index for current activity fell to 2.6 –just barely above “contraction” and 
its lowest level in two years.) But it was this month’s “special question” that caught my attention: economists at the 
Philly Fed asked the region’s manufacturers to predict where consumer inflation, as well as prices they receive for 
their own output, would trend in the future. Tellingly, respondents expect consumer inflation across the economy to 
rise at 6.5% over the next 12 months, while the prices they receive (and the wages they expect to pay) will rise at “only” 
around 5%.  
 
If you’re a “glass-half-full” kind of person, you might take some comfort from that, not least of which because both 
numbers represent a small step down from where inflation has been so far this year. But if you fall on the other side of 
the optimist/pessimist spectrum, you might instead focus on the negative implication that manufacturers seem to be 
saying that their own prices probably won’t be keeping up with costs this year. That has obvious implications for 
margins that could mean last week’s poor earnings reports from the retail sector might hop the fence and begin 
infecting manufacturers as well. (And, a bonus read on inflation from the Philly Fed: that same “special question” 
section included a question about long-run inflation expectations as well. Respondents probably added to the Fed’s 
angst by telling researchers that they now expect long-run inflation – 10 years and longer – to run at the rate of 3.5%. 
That’s a lot faster than the Fed’s 2% long-run target and 0.5% higher than the last time the Philly Fed asked the same 

 
4 https://s2.q4cdn.com/056532643/files/doc_financials/2023/q1/Earnings-Presentation-(FY23-Q1).pdf 
5 Ibid. 



 

question. Anecdotal, sure, but it’s also not the kind of anecdote that a Fed obsessed with the idea of long-term inflation 
expectations becoming “unmoored” wants to hear.) 
 
Finally, speaking of the Fed, I thought this comment from Esther George, FOMC voter and President of the Kansas City 
Fed, was particularly curious. On Thursday, George told CNBC that the stock market’s awful performance wasn’t really 
a surprise to her and her Fed colleagues. “…(W)hat we’re looking for is transmission of our policies through the 
market’s understanding…It’s not aimed at equity markets in particular, but I think (a weaker stock market) is one of the 
avenues from which tighter financial conditions will emerge6.” Translation: the Fed didn’t necessarily aim it’s liquidity 
hair dryer directly at the stock market, but they’re not necessarily sad about the damage its doing, either. 
 
So much for the “Fed put.” So here’s a question for you to ponder: it may not be wise to “fight the Fed,” but what if the 
Fed is fighting you? Is it fair to fight back? (Asking for a friend…) Anyway, even if George’s comments don’t necessarily 
mean the Fed is targeting stock prices, I also wouldn’t expect the Fed to bail out the stock market anytime soon. 
 
 

What to Watch This Week: May 23rd – 29th     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source for index data: Bloomberg.com; GWI calculations.  
 

Last week’s window into how quickly the housing market and the manufacturing economy are weakening remains open 
this week, with new- and pending home sales due out (on Tuesday and Thursday, respectively,) and two more regional Fed 
manufacturing reports (Richmond on Tuesday and Kansas City on Thursday.) Add Tuesday’s flash Purchasing Manager’s 
Index data to the mix and we will have a better guess about whether last quarter’s small, -1.4% contraction in GDP has 
deepened at all as a result of apparent softening in these two key areas. (Bonus read: the BEA will release its second 
estimate of 1Q22 GDP on Tuesday.) 
 
For a read-through into the consumer side of things, Friday’s income and outlay report will help provide detail into how 
much US consumers are earning and spending now that pandemic-era relief has ended – which could be particularly 
interesting now that Wal-Mart and Target have barfed all over the market with their earnings reports. Meanwhile, 
Friday’s final look at consumer sentiment by researchers at the University of Michigan should begin to show whether or 
not several weeks of poor performance by stocks has dented already lagging confidence any further, while retail- and 
wholesale inventory data might provide a good cross-check into whether the potentially caustic inventory stockpiling hinted 
at within Wal-Mart’s earnings release is any more broad than advertised. 
 
Finally, the Fed’s policy-making body will continue to generate headlines. This week, Esther George will have an opportunity 
to double-down on her comments, discussed above, that seemed to stick a fork in the idea of a “fed put” coming to the 
equity market’s rescue anytime soon. Chairman Powell himself will also speak on Tuesday. And then there’s Wednesday’s 
Fed minutes – the official note-taker’s version of what transpired last month when the Fed boosted rates by half a point 
and told the world about its plans to begin letting the air out of its bloated, $9t balance sheet. Any context around those 
decisions, as well as the extent to which there is (or isn’t) dissent within the ranks of the FOMC about the pace of those 
programs, is sure to generate attention if not an outright reaction by markets. 
 
This material is neither an endorsement of any index or sector nor a solicitation to offer investment advice or sell products or services.  

 
6 https://www.stlouisfed.org/fomcspeak, CNBC.com 

Notable economic events (May 23rd -27th)  

Monday: CFNAI 

Tuesday: Flash PMI, New home sales, Richmond Fed, Powell speech 

Wednesday: Durable goods orders, Fed minutes, EIA petroleum inventories 

Thursday: Pending home sales, weekly jobless claims, KC Fed, 1Q GDP (2nd estimate) 

Friday: Income and outlays, UofM sentiment, retail and wholesale inventories 

https://www.stlouisfed.org/fomcspeak


 

 
The S&P 500 Index is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. It is an unmanaged index considered indicative of 
the domestic large-cap equity market and is used as a proxy for the stock market in general. 
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